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More Bulletin Boards for Every Month
A Good Year for the Roses
The name Goodyear is synonymous with quality tires, blimps, and the excitement
of motor-sports. But did you know that Goodyear helped conquer the moon,
marketed expanding balloon houses, and fought off a hostile takeover by a man
reported to have a superstitious fear of rubber? You may be surprised by some of
the people and events that have made Goodyear what it is today. Discover the
fascinating history behind the company that has played a defining role in the 20th
Century. The Legend of Goodyear: The First 100 Years, provides a detailed account
of the unfolding drama of this American icon's success. Hardcover, 256 pages, over
350 color and black & white photos. Individually boxed.

The Legend of Goodyear
A globetrotting detective story, filled with the culinary delights and entertaining
characters that have made Peter Mayle our most treasured chronicler of French
life. The Vintage Caper begins high above Los Angeles with a world-class heist at
the impressive wine cellar of lawyer Danny Roth. Enter Sam Levitt, former lawyer
and wine connoisseur, who follows leads to Bordeaux and Provence. The
unraveling of the ingenious crime is threaded through with Mayle’s seductive
renderings of France’s sensory delights—from a fine Lynch-Bages to the
bouillabaisse of Marseille—guaranteed to charm and inform even the most
sophisticated palates.

Best. Movie. Year. Ever.
Life hasn't been a bed of roses for Londoner Molly Taylor lately. Newly divorced
and struggling to find a new home and a way to support her three boys, she's
stunned when her beloved Aunt Helena dies and leaves her Harrington Hall, a
three-hundred-year-old manor house on the Devon coast, where Molly grew up.
But does Molly really want to run a bed-and-breakfast in an old house where the
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only thing that doesn't need urgent attention is Aunt Helena's beautiful rose
garden? Or care for Uncle Bertie, an eccentric former navy officer with a cliff-top
cannon? Or Betty, his rude parrot that bites whomever annoys it? Yet Molly's best
friend Lola is all for the plan. "My heart bleeds. Your very own beach, the beautiful
house, and Helena's garden. All you have to do is grill a bit of bacon." But with
Molly's conniving brother running the family hotel nearby, the return of a high
school flame with ulterior motives, and three sons whose idea of a new country life
seems to involve vast quantities of mud, this is not going to be easy. And then
Harrington Hall begins to work its magic, and the roses start to bloom Warm, witty,
and chock-full of quintessential British charm, A GOOD YEAR FOR THE ROSES is a
story for anyone who has ever dreamed of starting overwith or without bacon.

Goodyear
National Bestseller In this witty and warm-hearted account, Peter Mayle tells what
it is like to realize a long-cherished dream and actually move into a 200-year-old
stone farmhouse in the remote country of the Lubéron with his wife and two large
dogs. He endures January's frosty mistral as it comes howling down the Rhône
Valley, discovers the secrets of goat racing through the middle of town, and
delights in the glorious regional cuisine. A Year in Provence transports us into all
the earthy pleasures of Provençal life and lets us live vicariously at a tempo
governed by seasons, not by days. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Young People, Social Media and Health (Open Access)
Few Canadians over the age of forty can forget the feeling of joy and celebration
that washed over the country during Canada's centennial year. We were, Pierre
Berton reminds us, a nation in love with itself, basking in the warm glow of
international applause brought on by the unexpected success of Expo 67 and
pumped up by the year-long birthday party that had us all warbling "Ca-na-da, as
Bobby Gimby and his gaggle of small children pranced down the byways of the
nation. It was a turning-point year, a watershed year--a year of beginnings as well
as endings. One royal commission finally came to a close with a warning about the
need for a new approach to Quebec. Another was launched to investigate, for the
first time, the status of Canadian women. New attitudes to divorce and
homosexuality were enshrined in law. A charismatic figure, Pierre Elliott Trudeau,
made clear that the state had no place in the bedrooms of the nation. The seeds of
Women's Lib, Gay Pride, and even Red Power, were sown in the centennial year.
(Of all the pavilions on the Expo site, Berton singles out the Indian pavilion as
having the greatest impact.) The country was in a ferment that year. Canadians
worried about the Americanization of every institution from the political convention
to "Hockey Night in Canada. People talked about the Generation Gap as thousands
of flower children held love-ins in city parks. The government tried to respond by
launching the Company of Young Canadians, a project that was less than
successful. The most significant event of 1967 was Charles de Gaulle's notorious
"Vive le Quebec libre!" speech in Montreal. It gave the burgeoning separatist
movement a new legitimacy, enhanced by Rene Levesque's departure from the
Liberal party later that year. Throughout the book, the author gives us insightful
profiles of some of the significant figures of 1967: the centennial activists Judy
LaMarsh and John Fisher; the Expo entrepreneurs, Philippe de Gaspe Beaubien and
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Edward Churchill; Walter Gordon, the fervent nationalist, and his rival, Mitchell
Sharp; Lester Pearson and his "bete noire, John Diefenbaker; the three "men of the
world" who helped make Canada internationally famous: Marshall McLuhan, Glenn
Gould, and Roy Thomson; hippie leaders like David dePoe, American draft dodgers
like Mark Satin, women's activists like Doris Anderson and Laura Sabia, youth
workers like Barbara Hall, radicals like Pierre Vallieres (author of "White Niggers of
America) and such dedicated nationalists as Madame Chaput Rolland and Andre
Laurendeau. In spite of the feeling of exultation that marked the centennial year,
an opposite sentiment runs through the book like dark thread: the growing fear
that the country was facing its gravest crisis. Berton points out that we are far
better off today than we were in 1967. "Then why all the hand wringing?" he asks.
Because of "the very real fear that the country we celebrated so joyously thirty
years ago is in the process of falling apart. "In that sense, 1967 was the last good
year before all Canadians began to be concerned about the future of our country."

A Good Year
From the co-author of the New York Times bestseller Team of Teams, a practical
guide for leaders looking to make their organizations flatter and more
interconnected. Too often, companies end up with teams stuck in their own silos,
pursuing goals and metrics in isolation. Their traditional autocratic structures
create stability, scalability, and predictability -- but in a world that demands
constant adaptation, this traditional model fails. In Team of Teams, retired four-star
General Stanley McChrystal and former Navy SEAL Chris Fussell made the case for
a new organizational model combining the agility, adaptability, and cohesion of a
small team with the power and resources of a giant organization. Now, in One
Mission, Fussell channels all his experiences, both military and corporate, into
powerful strategies for unifying isolated and distrustful teams. This practical guide
will help leaders in any field implement the Team of Teams approach to tear down
their silos, improve collaboration, and avoid turf wars. By committing to one higher
mission, organizations develop an overall capability that far exceeds the sum of
their parts. From Silicon Valley software giant Intuit to a government agency on the
plains of Oklahoma, organizations have used Fussell’s methods to unite their
people around a single compelling vision, resulting in superior performance. One
Mission will help you follow their example to a more agile and resilient future.

Lean-Driven Innovation
This practical ‘How To’ guide talks the reader step-by-step through designing,
conducting and disseminating primary care research, a growing discipline
internationally. The vast majority of health care issues are experienced by people
in community settings, who are not adequately represented by hospital-based
research. There is therefore a great need to upskill family physicians and other
primary care workers and academics to conduct community-based research to
inform best practice. Aimed at emerging researchers, including those in developing
countries, this book also addresses cutting edge and newly developing research
methods, which will be of equal interest to more experienced researchers.

A Good Year to Die
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Hanky-panky on the international art scene is the source of the hilarity and fizz in
Peter Mayle's new novel. He flies us back to the south of France (a region some
readers of his irresistible best-sellers believe him to have invented), on a wild
chase through galleries, homes of prominent collectors, and wickedly delectable
restaurants. There are stopovers in the Bahamas and England, and in New York,
where that glossiest of magazines, Decorating Quarterly, reflects the cutting-edge
trendiness of its editor, Camilla Jameson Porter. (Camilla has recently broken new
ground in the world of power lunches by booking two tables on the same day, and
shuttling between them, at the city's trendiest restaurant.) It is Camilla who has
sent our hero, Andre Kelly, to Cap Ferrat to take glamorous photo-graphs of the
houses and treasures of the rich, famous, and fatuous. He happens to have his
camera at the ready when he spots a Cézanne being loaded onto a plumber's truck
near the home of an absent collector. Odd, thinks Andre. And in no time he's on
the trail of a state-of-the-art art scam, chasing Cézanne. It's a joy to follow him and
the crowds intent on speeding or foiling his quest--including a beautiful agent; a
super-savvy art dealer attracted to the finer things in life, especially if they
promise the payoff of a lifetime; an awesome Dutch forger; some outstandingly
greedy New York sophisticates; and, invisible in the background, the parade of
remarkable chefs whose mouthwatering culinary masterpieces periodically soothe
the hero and tantalize the reader of Chasing Cézanne.

A Good Year
Poetry. Bank robberies. Kissing. Presidential announcements. Suits. In his first fulllength book of poetry, Sasha Fletcher chronicles the domestic lives of two people
living with ghosts, certain doom, an unidentifiable number of children, and each
other. Funny and disastrous, tragic and optimistic, IT IS GOING TO BE A GOOD
YEAR is the sort of love story that you only hear about when you listen, very
carefully, to the kind of things you are too terrified to ask for. "There are ghosts in
this book, which means there's an afterlife. You might even be in the afterlife. But
even though there's an afterlife, I'm sorry, you're still going to need to find
something to eat, and the Beloved is still going to leave you. I love Sasha
Fletcher's voice for the fearless way it celebrates the world's collapse and for its
endless confidence. Listen: it is going to be a good year, whether it is going to be a
good year or not."—Josh Bell

One Mission
The pervasiveness of social media in young people’s lives is widely acknowledged,
yet there is little evidence-based understanding of the impacts of social media on
young people’s health and wellbeing. Young People, Social Media and Health draws
on novel research to understand, explain, and illustrate young people’s
experiences of engagement with health-related social media; as well as the
impacts they report on their health, wellbeing, and physical activity. Using
empirical case studies, digital representations, and evidence from multi-sector and
interdisciplinary stakeholders and academics, this volume identifies the
opportunities and risk-related impacts of social media. Offering new theoretical
insights and practical guidelines for educators, practitioners, parents/guardians,
and policy makers; Young People, Social Media and Health will also appeal to
students and researchers interested in fields such as Sociology of Sport, Youth
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Sports Development, Secondary Physical Education, and Media Effects.

Grace and Grit
Newly divorced and struggling to find a way to support her three boys, Molly Taylor
is stunned when she inherits Harrington Hall, her late aunt's beloved yet
dilapidated bed and breakfast. But does she really want to take over a threehundred-year-old manor house on the Devon coast where the only thing that
doesn't need urgent attention is the beautiful rose garden? Once she gets over the
initial shock, Molly is ready dive right in, but the universe has other plans: she
must first overcome the needs of her eccentric uncle (and his pet parrot), the
ambitions of her conniving brother, and the disquiet of her three sons. Not to
mention an unexpected chance at new love. Nothing is going according to plan and then Harrington begins to work its magic and the roses start to bloom . . .
Charming, uplifting and highly entertaining, A Good Year for the Roses is a story for
anyone who has ever dreamed of starting over. Wonderfully warm and witty, it will
have you smiling until you turn the very last page.

1967, the Last Good Year
Here are 55 bulletin board ideas and activities -- for the whole curriculum and for
every month of the year, September through August. Based on the bestselling
Bulletin Boards For Every Month, this sequel contains even more ideas for selfesteem and character building, language arts, math, science, social studies,
health, safety, and secular holidays. Includes patterns, borders, and two sizes of
lettering.

The Architecture of Productive Learning Networks
Traces the author's two-year exploration of a successful Sonoma County winery, a
visit during which he learned about the intricate process of grape cultivating, the
minutiae of wine creation, and the detailed efforts of marketing and selling.

Chasing Cezanne
A wry and dark debut of sharply compressed lyrics by a precocious new voice in
poetry. These powerful poems are like wrecked pastorals whose narrator seeks
temporary pleasure in wit, form, rhyme, or the borrowed weekend house. Inching
toward consolation in the face of sudden loss, the poet examines the reconfigured
world. The elegies are like conversations overheard or recounted dreams: full of
portent and mystery.

The Vintage Caper
In 1998, after the author had spent 19 years working in management at a
Goodyear plant, an anonymous note showed her that she made 40 per cent less
than her male counterparts. So began her decade-long, tumultuous legal battle for
equal pay, which ended in January 2009 when President Obama signed the Lilly
Ledbetter Fair Pay Restoration Act.
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Video Tonfa
My Twenty-Five Years in Provence
This is the dramatic story of the most crucial year in the history of the American
West, 1876, when the wars between the United States Government and the Indian
Nations reached a peak. Telling a great deal about Indian cultures, history, beliefs
and personality, this is the first book to cover the whole year, rather than simply its
components. NOTE: This edition does not include photographs.

Honey and Junk: Poems
Lovable rogue and sleuth extraordinaire Sam Levitt is back in another beguiling, asonly-Peter-Mayle-can-write-it romp through the South of France. At the end of The
Vintage Caper, Sam had just carried off a staggering feat of derring-do in the heart
of Bordeaux, infiltrating the ranks of the French elite to rescue a stolen, priceless
wine collection. With the questionable legality of the adventure—and the threat of
some very powerful enemies!—Sam thought it’d be a while before he returned to
France, especially with the charms of the beautiful Elena Morales to keep him in
Los Angeles. But when the immensely wealthy Francis Reboul—the victim of Sam’s
last heist but someone who knows talent when he sees it—asks our hero to take a
job in Marseille, it’s impossible for Sam and Elena to resist the possibility of further
excitement . . . to say nothing of the pleasures of the region. Soon the two are
enjoying the coastal sunshine and the delectable food and wine for which Marseille
is known. Yet as a competition over Marseille’s valuable waterfront grows more
hotly disputed, Sam, representing Reboul, finds himself in the middle of an
increasingly intrigue-ridden and dangerous real-estate grab, with thuggish
gangsters on one side and sharklike developers on the other. Will Sam survive this
caper unscathed? Will he live to enjoy another bowl of bouillabaisse? All will be
revealed—with luck, savvy, and a lot of help from Sam’s friends—in the novel’s
wonderfully satisfying climax.

The Seeds We Planted
Having lost his biggest client to an unscrupulous boss, Max Skinner journeys to
Provence to inspect a vineyard he has inherited and finds additional challenges in
the vineyard's inferior wine and a California woman's claim on the estate. By the
author of Anything Considered. Reprint. 125,000 first printing.

A Good Year and Other Stories
From the moment Peter Mayle and his wife, Jennie, uprooted their lives in England
and crossed the Channel permanently, they never looked back. Here the beloved
author of A Year in Provence pays tribute to the most endearing and enduring
aspects of his life in France—the charming and indelible parade of village life, the
sheer beauty, the ancient history. He celebrates the café and lists some of his
favorites; identifies his favorite villages, restaurants, and open-air markets; and
recounts his most memorable meals. A celebration of twenty-five years of
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Provençal living—of lessons learned and changes observed—with his final book
Mayle has crafted a lasting love letter to his adopted home, marked by his
signature warmth, wit, and humor.

A Very Good Year
Features 300 of Tim Goodyear's movie reviews with hand drawn recreations of the
movie's original advertising or VHS box art.

A Good Year for the Roses
An unconventional assessment of the American Revolution examines the events,
politics, economic factors, and military preparations of 1775 that ignited the war
and established patriot control over American governance and key territories.

A Good Year
Nominated for the 2019 Toronto Heritage Book Award We may never see a playoff
series like it again. Before Gary Bettman, and the lockouts. Before all the NHL's old
barns were torn down to make way for bigger, glitzier rinks. Before expansion and
parity across the league, just about anything could happen on the ice. And it often
did. It was an era when huge personalities dominated the sport; and willpower was
often enough to win games. And in the spring of 1993, some of the biggest talents
and biggest personalities were on a collision course. The Cinderella Maple Leafs
had somehow beaten the mighty Red Wings and then, just as improbably, the St.
Louis Blues. Wayne Gretzky's Kings had just torn through the Flames and the
Canucks. When they faced each other in the conference final, the result would be a
series that fans still talk about passionately 25 years later. Taking us back to that
feverish spring, The Last Good Year gives an intimate account not just of an eradefining seven games, but of what the series meant to the men who were changed
by it: Marty McSorley, the tough guy who took his whole team on his shoulders;
Doug Gilmour, the emerging superstar; celebrity owner Bruce McNall; Bill Berg,
who went from unknown to famous when the Leafs claimed him on waivers; Kelly
Hrudey, the Kings' goalie who would go on to become a Hockey Night in Canada
broadcaster; Kerry Fraser, who would become the game's most infamous referee;
and two very different captains, Toronto's bull in a china shop, Wendel Clark, and
the immortal Wayne Gretzky. Fast-paced, authoritative, and galvanized by the
same love of the game that made the series so unforgettable, The Last Good Year
is a glorious testament to a moment hockey fans will never forget.

How To Do Primary Care Research
For twenty-five years, Julie Goodyear became part of everyone's family when she
played Bet Lynch, the loveable brassy barmaid of the Rovers Return in 'Coronation
Street'. Now, at sixty-four (the age her mother was when she died), Julie feels the
time is right to tell her amazing life story. After Julie's father walked out soon after
her birth, Julie was brought up by her mother Alice and stepfather. Her upbringing
in Manchester was impoverished but Julie coped largely through the love for her
spiritualist grandmother, who Julie would accompany when she was called upon by
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the local community to lay out the dead. At just thirteen, Julie had to deal with her
beloved grandmother's death when she was found in a canal. Julie fell pregnant at
sixteen, bringing shame and embarrassment, before marrying Ray Sutcliffe. The
marriage only lasted three years. In 1966 Julie made a six-week appearance in
Coronation Street as Bet Lynch from Elliston's Raincoat Factory, a role which made
her Britain's best-loved barmaid and a cultural institution. In 1979, during a routine
check up, Julie discovered she had cervical cancer and had two operations. At the
time she was given a year to live. Various liaisons during the ensuing decade
included Julie's first foray into a same sex relationship with her housekeeper. In
1987 Julie left Coronation Street for a while to nurse her mother Alice who was
dying of terminal cancer. Julie finally quit the series on 2 October 1995 after
walking away with a lifetime Achievement Award at the first National Television
Awards. In 1996 she was awarded an MBE. Julie's much anticipated autobiography
reveals, for the first time and with incredible candour, the truth, sadness and spirit
behind this larger than life woman.

A Good Year to Die
The Architecture of Productive Learning Networks explores the characteristics of
productive networked learning situations and, through a series of case studies,
identifies some of the key qualities of successful designs. The case studies include
networks from a variety of disciplinary and professional fields, including graphic
design, chemistry, health care, library science, and teacher education. These
learning networks have been implemented in a variety of settings: undergraduate
courses in higher education, continuing professional development, and informal
networks for creating and sharing knowledge on a particular topic. They are rich in
reusable design ideas. The book introduces a framework for analyzing learning
networks to show how knowledge, human interaction and physical and digital
resources combine in the operation of productive learning networks. The book also
argues that learning through interaction in networks has a long history. It combines
ideas from architecture, anthropology, archaeology, education, sociology and
organizational theory to illustrate and understand networked forms of learning.

The Goodyear Story
In 1916, Paul W. Litchfield, vice president of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Company, purchased 16,000 acres west of Phoenix to grow long staple cotton for
use in the pneumatic tires the company manufactured. With this, the Southwest
Cotton Company was formed. This huge undertaking required drilling wells and
building power lines, roads, canals, and, of course, housing for workers. The war
years brought Goodyear Aircraft, built by the U.S. Department of Defense on land
leased from Southwest Cotton Company, and Litchfield Naval Air Facility. With the
arrival of Goodyear Aircraft and the navy base, homes, apartments, and basic retail
services sprang up. The town of Goodyear was incorporated on November 19,
1946, with a population of 1,250. Named an All-America City in 2008, Goodyear is
now a thriving community of 58,000 residents and the spring training home of
Major League Baseball's Cleveland Indians and Cincinnati Reds.

It is Going to be a Good Year
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Ex-doper and former-cop Nick Sharman is nobody's favourite person. After a stray
bullet in the foot gets him chucked out of the Met (and saves him from a missing
evidence case) he decides to set up shop as a PI in his south London patch.
Expecting divorces and debt-collecting, he lands himself with a missing person
case. Patsy Bright is young, pretty and missing, and her father wants her back.
She's a good girl, a model, and only a little bit into drugs. With Sharman's
connections it should be a piece of cake…

The Marseille Caper
"The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company was founded in 1898 on a seven-acre site
in Akron, Ohio, with an original investment of $13,500 and 13 full-time employees.
First-month sales totaled $8,246.72 and included bicycle and carriage tires,
horseshoe pads, and rubber bands. Eighteen years later, Goodyear was the largest
tire company in the world. In 1982, its sales were almost $9,000,000,000,
employees numbered nearly 132,000, and it operated 101 manufacturing facilities
in 28 countries. This is the story of how Goodyear grew - and why"--Back cover.

Gum-elastic and Its Varieties
A Year in Provence
In 2005, Goodyear’s research and development (R&D) engine was not performing
up to its full potential. The R&D organization developed high-quality tires, but the
projects were not always successful. Goodyear embarked on a major initiative to
transform its innovation creation processes by learning, understanding, and
applying lean product development principles. Within five years, Goodyear saw its
product development cycle times slashed by 70 percent, on-time delivery
performance rise close to 100 percent, and throughput improve three-fold – all
achieved with no increase in the R&D budget. Lean-Driven Innovation: Powering
Product Development at The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company describes in great
detail how the Goodyear team was able to achieve such significant improvements.
Revealing the ups and downs of this successful transformation, the book shares
experiences of how this seismic change was managed, how people were engaged,
and how Goodyear dramatically reinvigorated its product development and
innovation processes—and, in the process, delivered substantial more value to
customers and to the company. The book also explains how lean product
development helped Goodyear dramatically improve revenue by having every new
product available when the market needed it. Presenting wide-ranging
perspectives from all levels of leadership, this book is ideal for anyone in R&D
daring to take on a lean initiative in R&D or who is struggling with a lean
transformation that is not delivering to its full potential. Since the book focuses on
universal lean principles, it is as insightful to other manufacturing and
nonmanufacturing disciplines in any industry as well. The book presents invaluable
insights gained by the author during his 36 years within Goodyear, of which 10
have been directly involved in trying to develop, implement, and sustain lean to
achieve the company’s business objectives. It distills ideas, practices, failures, and
successes into key principles that lean product development practitioners can
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easily implement. After reading this book, you will gain a practical path for
applying lean to the innovation processes of your organization, including where to
begin and what to do, regardless of the industry and the status of your
transformation. Watch Norbert Majerus discuss Lean-Driven Innovation at:
https://youtu.be/yIlJEMJIcyA

Toujours Provence
From a veteran culture writer and modern movie expert, a celebration and analysis
of the movies of 1999—“a terrifically fun snapshot of American film culture on the
brink of the Millennium….An absolute must for any movie-lover or pop-culture nut”
(Gillian Flynn). In 1999, Hollywood as we know it exploded: Fight Club. The Matrix.
Office Space. Election. The Blair Witch Project. The Sixth Sense. Being John
Malkovich. Star Wars: The Phantom Menace. American Beauty. The Virgin Suicides.
Boys Don’t Cry. The Best Man. Three Kings. Magnolia. Those are just some of the
landmark titles released in a dizzying movie year, one in which a group of daring
filmmakers and performers pushed cinema to new limits—and took audiences
along for the ride. Freed from the restraints of budget, technology, or even taste,
they produced a slew of classics that took on every topic imaginable, from sex to
violence to the end of the world. The result was a highly unruly, deeply influential
set of films that would not only change filmmaking, but also give us our first
glimpse of the coming twenty-first century. It was a watershed moment that also
produced The Sopranos; Apple’s AirPort; Wi-Fi; and Netflix’s unlimited DVD rentals.
“A spirited celebration of the year’s movies” (Kirkus Reviews), Best. Movie. Year.
Ever. is the story of not just how these movies were made, but how they re-made
our own vision of the world. It features more than 130 new and exclusive
interviews with such directors and actors as Reese Witherspoon, Edward Norton,
Steven Soderbergh, Sofia Coppola, David Fincher, Nia Long, Matthew Broderick,
Taye Diggs, M. Night Shyamalan, David O. Russell, James Van Der Beek, Kirsten
Dunst, the Blair Witch kids, the Office Space dudes, the guy who played Jar-Jar
Binks, and dozens more. It’s “the complete portrait of what it was like to spend a
year inside a movie theater at the best possible moment in time” (Chuck
Klosterman).

A Good Year For Murder
Having lost his biggest client to an unscrupulous boss, Max Skinner journeys to
Provence to inspect a vineyard he has inherited and finds additional challenges in
the vineyard's inferior wine and a California woman's claim on the estate. By the
author of Anything Considered. Reprint. 125,000 first printing.

Just Julie
Set in the Ontario city of Fort York in 1940, this novel introduces readers to Albert
V. Tretheway (pronounced TreTHOOee), an oversized Inspector in the Fort York
Police Department, along with his colleague, Jonathan (Jake) Small, his sister
Adelaine (Addie), and a bizarre collection of characters who make up the Fort York
City Council. In early 1940, Fort York is chiefly concerned with the war; that is, until
a series of crimes turns their attention to dangers closer to home. A dead,
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unplucked chicken with an arrow through its heart is delivered to Junior Alderman
Gertrude Valentine, which marks the beginning of a series of “pranks” on
subsequent holidays, eventually leading to murder. The city waits breathlessly for
each week to pass, wondering which holiday (and which Alderman) will be next.
The story reaches its raucous climax on New Years Eve in Albert and Addie’s
boarding house, where Tretheway unravels the mystery in front of the entire cast
of citizens.

A Good Year for the Roses
What, if anything, do the most spectacular, high-performance periods of the
twentieth-century stock market have in common? And most importantly: Can we
predict when they will occur again? In this fascinating investigation, acclaimed
author and financial authority Martin S. Fridson probes the past, leading an
exhilarating tour through each of the twentieth-century stock market's golden
years. Illuminating, entertaining, and rich in historical anecdotes, Fridson's book
treats us to the opinions and investment strategies of some of the most prominent
and intriguing figures on the scene. "Timely, informative, and highly readable . . . It
Was a Very Good Year offers wonderful insights into the years that provided
spectacular gains in the past. There are important lessons in this book for all
investors."-Henry Kaufman, President, Henry Kaufman & Company, Inc. "A useful
and extremely entertaining book. It's loaded with fascinating stock market lore and
helpful investment approaches. I learned a lot and thoroughly enjoyed myself
along the way."-Byron R. Wien, Managing Director, Investment Strategist for U.S.
Equities, Morgan Stanley Dean Witter "Financial history with a purpose-it is a Very
Good Book."-James Grant, Editor, Grant's Interest Rate Observer "With this book,
Marty Fridson joins the ranks of the must-read economic and financial historians.
He is that rare combination of scholar, wit, raconteur, and man with an eye on the
bottom line. Read it for amusement, education, or profit. You can't lose."-Ben Stein,
writer, law professor at Pepperdine University and host of Win Ben Stein's Money

1775
From a New York Times Bestseller comes a story of a billion-dollar wine empire, a
woman who loses the love of her life then marries his adversary—with a TWIST so
big it will stop your beating heart. Second Chance Romance I loved Mitch with all
my heart and then he was gone. It was his enemy, Max Shepherd, who helped me
walk through that fire. And when the time came to move on, I married him as well.
That's usually where the story ends, where life continues at its own unsteady pace.
But Mitch came back seemingly from the dead. He's seen what I've done and who
I've done it with. And now I have a choice to make--only I can't seem to make it
and life continues at its own unsteady pace. I had wished Mitch were alive
again--and now I have one too many husbands and an impossibility to contend
with. It will all work out in the end, as soon as I figure out how to slice my beating
heart in two. From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author,
Addison MooreCosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's bookseasy, frothy fun!

It Was a Very Good Year
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In 1999, Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua was among a group of young educators and
parents who founded Hālau Kū Māna, a secondary school that remains one of the
only Hawaiian culture-based charter schools in urban Honolulu. The Seeds We
Planted tells the story of Hālau Kū Māna against the backdrop of the Hawaiian
struggle for self-determination and the U.S. charter school movement, revealing a
critical tension: the successes of a school celebrating indigenous culture are
measured by the standards of settler colonialism. How, Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua asks,
does an indigenous people use schooling to maintain and transform a common
sense of purpose and interconnection of nationhood in the face of forces of
imperialism and colonialism? What roles do race, gender, and place play in these
processes? Her book, with its richly descriptive portrait of indigenous education in
one community, offers practical answers steeped in the remarkable—and largely
suppressed—history of Hawaiian popular learning and literacy. This uniquely
Hawaiian experience addresses broader concerns about what it means to enact
indigenous cultural–political resurgence while working within and against settler
colonial structures. Ultimately, The Seeds We Planted shows that indigenous
education can foster collective renewal and continuity.

The Last Good Year
NATIONAL BESTSELLER Taking up where his beloved A Year in Provence leaves off,
Peter Mayle offers us another funny, beautifully (and deliciously) evocative book
about life in Provence. With tales only one who lives there could know—of finding
gold coins while digging in the garden, of indulging in sumptuous feasts at truck
stops—and with characters introduced with great affection and wit—the gendarme
fallen from grace, the summer visitors ever trying the patience of even the most
genial Provençaux, the straightforward dog "Boy"—Toujours Provence is a heartwarming portrait of a place where, if you can't quite "get away from it all," you can
surely have a very good time trying.

Anything That Moves
This is the dramatic story of the most crucial year in the history of the American
West, 1876, when the wars between the United States Government and the Indian
Nations reached a peak. Telling a great deal about Indian cultures, history, beliefs
and personality, this is the first book to cover the whole year, rather than simply its
components. NOTE: This edition does not include photographs.

A Good Year for Heartbreak
Simultaneously a humorous adventure, a behind-the-scenes look at, and an
attempt to understand the implications of the way we eat. This is a universe
populated by insect-eaters and blood drinkers, avant-garde chefs who make food
out of roadside leaves and wood and others who serve endangered species and
illegal drugs. A cast of characters, in other words, who flirt with danger, taboo and
disgust in pursuit of the sublime. Behind them is an intricate network of
scavengers and dealers responsible for introducing the rare and exotic into the
marketplace.
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